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Nineteen Eighty-Four is a dystopian1 novel published by 
English author George Orwell in 1949; it is widely considered 
Orwell's most important book because it touches upon, and 
completes, themes and ideas developed in previous works like 
The Road to Wigan Pier (1937), Homage to Catalonia (1938), 
and Animal Farm (1945). Thematically speaking, Nineteen-
Eighty Four focuses upon the following: 

 The importance of speaking truth to power 
 The inherent value of the individual 
 The dangers posed to liberty by citizens mindlessly 

following any ideology 
 The unethical nature of governments spying on and 

using propaganda against its own citizens 

The main inspiration for Orwell’s novel came from his 
experience fighting for the Republicans against the Nazi 
backed fascists during Spain’s civil war in 1936. The Republican 
side was made up of a combination of democrats, liberals, 
socialists and Russian Soviet communists. The Soviets disliked 
both liberals and socialists because of their unorthodoxy; 
however, they had a peculiar hatred for men like Orwell: 
writers like him asked too many questions and were 
considered “politically unreliable”.2 

Orwell’s experience during the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939 
CE) taught him valuable lessons about the true nature of 
communism: the communist was not trying to build a worker’s 
paradise, but was pre-occupied with increasing their power;  
the communist hated criticism because it revealed 
communism’s many flaws; they murdered political opponents 
because they believed themselves infallible; they lied 
constantly to control their people’s thinking; and everything they did was done to achieve a single 
purpose: give the communist complete control over every aspect of life for each man, woman and 
child. Many people naively believed communism was a force for good in the world in the 1930s and 
40s. This is because few people knew about the real danger posed to liberty by Stalin’s Soviet Union 
which was less a country and more of a meat grinder for its people. Convinced English socialism had 
the potential to England into another Soviet Union, Orwell wrote Nineteen-Eighty Four. This novel is a 
warning to future generations: do not let what happened in Russia happen here.  
                                                           
1 Dystopian: relating to or denoting an imagined state or society where there is great suffering or injustice. 
2 Before joining the Republican cause in Spain, Orwell needed permission from Henry Politt, the leader of the British 
Communist Party. Politt apparently took an immediate dislike to Orwell concluding the English novelist was “politically 
unreliable”. The Communists in Britain, just the like the Russians, disliked Orwell because he was a free-thinker openly 
critical of communism. 

Outcome: CR B 30.2 
View, comprehend, and 
evaluate critically a variety of 
visual and multimedia texts by 
international, including 
indigenous, artists and authors 
from various cultural 
communities, and identify how 
the texts address beliefs, 
values, and power. 

Outcome: CR B 30.3 
Listen and comprehend grade-
appropriate informational and 
literary texts created by 
international, including 
indigenous, speakers and 
authors, and analyze the 
perspectives, biases, beliefs, 
values, identities, and power 
presented in each text.  

Outcome: CC B 30.3 
Create and defend an 
informed critical response to a 
global issue in formal (including 
a workshop presentation, a 
debate, and an oral reading of 
poetry or a prose passage 
related to the issue) and 
informal (including discussion 
and collaborative group work) 
situations.   
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The Setting 
Nineteen-Eighty Four is set in an 
imagined future, the year 1984, where 
the world is divided between three 
competing super-powers: Oceania, 
Eastasia, and Eurasia. People are 
subjected to a state of perpetual war, 
unending government surveillance, 
deprivation,3 and propaganda.4 

Great Britain, known as Airstrip One, is a 
tiny province of Oceania ruled by Ingsoc 
(the English Socialist Party also referred 
to as “the Party”). In the beginning, Ingsoc fought for improved working conditions, higher wages, and 
the right of workers to bargain collectively with employers.  However, after defeating all opponents in 
a revolution engulfing the entire Western World sometime in the 1950s, the Party evolved into 
something entirely different: they no longer focused on bettering the material conditions of the 
working class. Instead, their focus became wielding power for its own sake. O’Brien, a member of the 
Inner Party, describes the situation this way: 

The German Nazis and the Russian Communists came very close to us in their methods, 
but they never had the courage to recognize their own motives. They pretended, 
perhaps they even believed, that they had seized power unwillingly and for a limited 
time, and that just round the corner there lay a paradise where human beings would be 
free and equal. We are not like that. We know that no one ever seizes power with the 
intention of relinquishing it. Power is not a means, it is an end. One does not establish a 
dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution; one makes the revolution in order to 
establish the dictatorship. The object of persecution is persecution. The object of 
torture is torture. The object of power is power. 

The Party uses the Thought Police5 to seek out and destroy critics and force the population into 
obedience. The Party is nominally led by Big Brother—a fictional figure who, while likely not existing in 
the flesh, exists in the minds of Oceania’s people who worship him as an infallible god. Big Brother is 
invented by the Inner Party, an oligarchy,6 as a symbol for the people to rally around. The novel’s 
protagonist, Winston Smith, is a member of the Outer Party who works for the Ministry of Truth.7 He 

                                                           
3 Deprivation: living in a situation where the basic necessities of life—food, shelter, security—are not met or in short 
supply. 
4 Propaganda: information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote or publicize a particular political 
cause or point of view. 
5 The Thought Police fulfilled a similar security and spying role as the Nazis’ Gestapo and Soviet’s KGB. 
6 Oligarchy: literally means “rule by the few” or “rule by the powerful”. 
7 There are four ministries in Oceania: the Ministries of Love, Peace, Plenty and Truth. The Ministry of Peace concerns itself 
with war, the Ministry of Truth with lies, the Ministry of Love with torture, and the Ministry of Plenty with starvation. These 
contradictions are not accidental, nor are they hypocritical: they are deliberately deceptive names reflecting something 
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spends his time writing and re-writing history for Ingsoc. The Party asserts that whoever “controls the 
past controls the future: [whoever] controls the present controls the past”. The Ministry of Truth 
tampers with history: they know history is important, i.e. if you know where you have been you have 
some appreciation for where you are heading. The Ministry of Truth keeps the people of Oceania 
clueless and without a sense of historical direction; and a directionless people is incapable of 
organizing and overthrowing an oppressor. Winston secretly hates the Party dreaming of rebellion. In 
defiance of the law, he buys a diary and begins a forbidden relationship with a co-worker named Julia. 
The two dream of living in a better world, but it is just a dream. 

A Novel Study in Five Parts 
This novel study is organized into five phases, each designed to either deepen the student’s 
understanding of a topic or provide opportunities for them to develop media literacy/critical thinking 
skills. Marks for each phase are earned or lost on the basis of the quality of work produced. 

1. Respond to a series of pre-reading questions (6 marks). Students answer a series of pre-
reading questions. The questions are re-answered after the completion of the fourth phase 
(see below). Students then compare the two sets of answers to see how, if at all, their thinking 
has changed over time. The assignment was designed to parallel an important feature in the 
novel: Oceania’s citizens are encouraged, even required, not to think too deeply about 
anything. Students, in an act of defiance, are being encouraged to become more aware of their 
own thoughts by actively “thinking about what they think about”. See page 6. 
 

2. Read the novel and complete a series of chapter end questions (10 marks). Students 
complete a series of tasks and questions while reading. Information gathered during this phase 
is the basis for questions presented on the unit end exam. The date of the exam is yet to be 
determined. See page 7. 
 

3. Write the unit end exam (24 marks). The exam consists of a series of both objective and 
written questions. The exam takes two full days to complete. Students can use the exam 
outline located on page 14-21 for reference. 
 

4. Prepare and present a PowerPoint presentation (20 marks). The world of Nineteen-Eighty 
Four is fictional; yet, Orwell’s prediction of a future where individuals are continuously 
watched is a remarkably accurate description of our present. In small groups students conduct 
research into a prescribed topic and present a TED-style Talk to increase public awareness 
about the risks of surveillance, misinformation and disinformation. See page 22. 
 

5. Learn and apply the skills of an investigative journalist by conducting research and writing an 
original editorial (20 marks). For this phase students investigate a problem using media 
literacy and critical thinking skills acquired over the course of the unit. All editorials are 
published online as part of an effort to educate the public. See page 27. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
called “double-think”, e.g. the act of simultaneously accepting two mutually contradictory beliefs as correct at the same 
time. 
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1. Respond to Series of Pre-reading Questions 
The assignment is broken into two parts: answer the questions 
below before reading the novel and then re-answer them at the 
novel’s conclusion. This process gives students a chance to practice 
metacognition skills. People have a tendency of taking mental short 
cuts when it comes to thinking or taking in new information. This 
saves time, but it does not always yield good or trustworthy results. 
This activity encourages students to practice the habits of a 
conscientious thinker and, ideally, inoculate them (insofar as this is 
possible) from being or becoming mindless unthinking robots.8 

The Process 
Create a Google Doc and name it Nineteen-Eighty Four Pre-
Reading Questions. Share it with rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca giving the teacher full-editing privileges. You will 
create a second document, and re-answer the same questions, after completing the fourth phase. 
Write the second set of answers in a second document and call it Nineteen-Eighty Four Post-Reading 
Questions. 
 
Answer the questions below. Do not look up any terms or conduct any research to answer. I want you 
to state your opinions as they exist right now. There is no right or wrong response. 

1. What can we do to avoid being fooled into believing a false claim is true or a true claim is false? 
 

2. Have you ever been fooled into thinking something was true that was actually false? 
 

3. Although the written historical record can be altered, can history itself actually be changed? 
Explain. 
 

4. Why do people and organizations purposely use misinformation and propaganda? 
 

5. George Orwell wrote that the English language “becomes ugly and inaccurate because our 
thoughts are foolish, [and] the slovenliness of our language makes it easier for us to have 
foolish thoughts”. If thought can be used to corrupt language, can language be used to corrupt 
thought? Before attempting to answer turn to the Appendices and read the essay “Language 
and Power” (page 32). 
 
 

6. Do not answer question six until after completing the fourth phase. Did any of your answers 
(opinions) change from the first to second version? If so, how so? If not, why not? 
 
 

                                                           
8 In Nineteen-Eighty Four Orwell refers to thoughtless citizens of Oceania as “orthodox” and living as “unconscious” people. 
See page 56. 
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2. Read the novel and complete a series of chapter end questions. Complete all of the tasks and 
answer all chapter end questions. These tasks and questions are the basis for the unit end summative 
exam. Use proper headings to organize your answers. 

Book 1: Chapter I 
a). On page 9 Winston takes out a diary and writes the following on to an empty page: April 4th, 1984. 
He knows Big Brother will punish him for keeping a diary. Why is his keeping a diary significant? 

b). Although Winston somehow manages remaining somewhat aloof during the Two Minutes Hate, he 
is nonetheless drawn in by virtue of just being part of a crowd. People stand for two minutes 
mindlessly yelling hatred at images of Emmanuel Goldstein on the telescreen. Winston observes: 

The horrible thing about the Two Minutes Hate was not that one was obliged to act a 
part, but that it was impossible to avoid joining in. Within thirty seconds any pretense 
was always unnecessary. A hideous ecstasy of fear and vindictiveness, a desire to kill, to 
torture, to smash faces in with a sledge hammer, seemed to flow through the whole 
group of people like an electric current, turning one even against one’s will into a 
grimacing, screaming lunatic (page 16). 

Elias Canetti, author of Crowds and Psychology, points out that any crowd gains energy through the 
simple act of opposing another crowd. In the present day Canada, have you seen any evidence of 
“crowds fighting crowds” on social media or people “simply hating for the sake of hating”?9 

c). Following the Two Minutes Hate (see page 19), the people stop yelling and rhythmically repeat the 
acronym “B-B” over and over and over again. Winston goes through the motions and, just for an 
moment, he and O’Brien lock eyes. The two men seem to share an unspoken understanding of how 
crazy all the chanting is. Make a prediction: do you think this interaction between Smith and O’Brien 
will be significant to the novel’s plot? 

d). Why did Ingsoc create Newspeak. There are two reasons why Newspeak was created presented on 
page 312 (one mentioned in the first paragraph and a second in the second paragraph). 

Chapter II 
a). Both the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany established youth organizations called the Youth Pioneers 
and Hitler Youth respectively. Every significant political movement of the 20th century has purposely 
targeted the young. On page 27 Winston observes “it was almost normal for people over thirty to be 
frightened of their own children”. What did Winston mean by this? 

b). Google and provide a definition for a phenomenon called the Panopticon Effect. 

                                                           
9 Liulevicius, Vejas Gabriel. “Fascism.” The Great Courses, 2003. https://www.thegreatcourses.com/digital-
library/course/view/id/2261/format/0/, p. 190. 
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c). On page 28 the telescreen interrupts Winston in his apartment. The telescreen is always on and the 
government uses it to spy on him every moment of every day. What are some things the telescreen 
prevents from happening? 

d). Make a prediction: on page 29 Winston reflects on how complete Big Brother’s control is. He 
observes flatly the only place he is honestly free is within the “few cubic centimeters” inside his skull. 
Do you think Winston’s observation is an example of foreshadowing? Explain. 

e). Advances in computing technology—artificial intelligence, more powerful computer processors—is 
making it possible for computers to literally read minds , decipher images existing in one’s memory, 
and so on. Facebook is currently working on an interface where users can type with their brain without 
the use of any kind of implant (see https://techcrunch.com/2017/04/19/facebook-brain-interface/). 

Historically speaking, a government might imprison somebody but their mind remained free. 
Facebook’s desire to enable users to type with their minds is all well and good: however, are there any 
potential ways this technology could be used to either exploit a person or be turned against an 
unsuspecting user? 
 
Note: you might want to take a look at this article for context, as well 
(https://www.computerworld.com/article/3268132/mind-reading-tech-is-here-and-more-useful-than-
you-think.html). 

Chapter III 
a). Winston wakes up from his dream (page 33) with the word “Shakespeare” on his lips. Considering 
what he is dreaming about, why is his uttering Shakespeare’s name significant or meaningful to the 
story? 

b). On pages 35 and 36 Winston thinks about the past and how difficult it is to keep facts straight in the 
present. Specifically, he wonders whether or not Oceania was allied with Eurasia (not fighting them). 
The frightening thing, Winston reasons, is the Party can thrust its hand into the past and say this or 
that event never actually happened. The ability of the Party to continuously alter the historical record 
as it suited them is “even more terrifying than mere torture and death” (page 37). What does Winston 
mean by this statement? 

c). On page 37 Winston considers the consequences of the Party asserting Oceania was never in 
an alliance with Eurasia. 

He, Winston Smith, knew that Oceania had been in alliance with Eurasia as short a time 
as four years ago. But where did that knowledge exist? Only in his own consciousness, 
which in any case must soon be annihilated. And if all others accepted the lie which the 
Party imposed—if all records told the same tale—then the lie passed into history and 
became truth. “Who controls the past,” ran the Party slogan, “controls the future: who 
controls the present controls the past.” And yet the past, though of its nature alterable, 
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never had been altered. Whatever was true now was true from everlasting to 
everlasting. 

What is Orwell implying about the nature of history and belief by asserting that although the 
historical record can be altered history itself cannot? 

Chapter IV 
a). At the start of Chapter IV, Winston is busy “rectifying” documents. The word “rectify” is a 
euphemism. 10 Euphemisms are meant to sound neat, humane, and efficient. Totalitarian 
societies like Oceania’s frequently used euphemism to conceal harsh reality. For example the 
Soviets used the phrase “population transfer” to describe the forced resettlement of millions. 
Despite the scientific sounding phrase, the resettlement was a brutal uprooting process 
resulting in the death of tens of thousands of people. The Nazis used the phrase “final solution” 
to conceal their plan to destroy people in the death camps like Auschwitz. 

Keep a catalogue of all the euphemisms encountered while reading Chapter IV. Try to create a 
working definition for each word found. Hint: there is a minimum of nine euphemisms in the 
chapter. 

Chapter V 
a). On page 53, Syme gushes over his work on the Eleventh Edition of Newspeak. He proudly 
claims no future edition is necessary since he is successfully “destroying words—scores of 
them, hundreds of them, every day. We’re cutting the language down to the bone”. Before 
answering read the essay “Language & Power” in the Appendices. Why did the Party place so 
much importance upon both the control and destruction of language? 

Note: a decent answer to this question is articulated by Syme on page 55. Additional 
information is located in the novel study’s Appendices in an essay entitled “Language & Power” 
(page 31). 

b). Syme predicts in the future, on page 56, there “[eventually] will be no thought, as we 
understand it now. Orthodoxy means not thinking—not needing to think. Orthodoxy is 
unconsciousness”. Orthodoxy is essentially existing in a perpetual (unending state) of politically-
acceptable belief and politically-acceptable conduct. In both religious and political contexts, 
unorthodox people are often targeted for persecution, imprisonment, exile, even death. In your 
opinion, which is more important: acting like and believing in what others expect of you like a 
robot or thinking freely for yourself? 

c). Winston, on page 58, observes orthodoxy is really just a form of “unconsciousness”. Read 
page 58 and develop your own definition for what living “unconsciously” means and looks like. 

                                                           
10 Euphemism: a mild or indirect word or expression substituted for one considered to be too harsh or blunt when referring 
to something unpleasant or embarrassing. 
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d). Orwell (see pages 61 and 62) describes a situation where Big Brother announces chocolate 
rations are set to be reduced from 30 grams to 20 grams; however, 24 hours later Big Brother 
re-announces it is actually raising the chocolate ration to 20 grams. Winston listens to this 
wondering if he is “alone in possession of a memory” (page 62). Based on the situation 
described above, respond to the following statement: 

People are entitled to their own opinions, but not to their own facts. 

e). Why, according to Winston, is the sexual act (page 71) the ultimate act of rebellion against 
the Party? 

Chapter VII 
a). Summarize Winston’s description of the Party’s ideals as presented at the middle of page 77. 

b). Winston writes (on page 84) the following axiom11 into his diary: [freedom] is the freedom 
to say that two plus two equals four. If that is granted, then all else follows. What is the 
ultimate meaning of significance of Winston’s axiom 2 + 2 = 4? 

Chapter VIII 
a). Provide a definition for the criminal offense known as ownlife (page 85). 

b). In what sense is Chapter VIII essentially one extended example of foreshadowing? 

Book II: Chapter I 
a). A dark haired girl slips Winston a note out of the blue with a simple three word message: I 
love you. In terms of plot development,12 what effect or mood13 does Orwell achieve by 
entangling Winston in a romantic relationship?  

Chapter II 
a). Near the end of the chapter Julia and Winston meet for a romantic encounter at a hide out. 
He tells her “he hates purity, goodness and virtue”. Why does Winston say these strange things 
to her?  

Chapter III 
a). Explain the connection Julia makes between chastity and political orthodoxy on page 139. 
The Party wants people to use their energy not for self-fulfillment or pleasure but for the Two 
Minutes Hate, the Three Year Plans, and the interminable rallies. She literally says “when you 
make love you’re using up energy; and afterwards you feel happy and don’t give a damn about 

                                                           
11 Axiom: a statement or proposition which is regarded as being established, accepted, or self-evidently true. 
12 Plot development in literature is the unfolding of the plot. 
13 Mood: (also known as atmosphere) is created by means of setting (locale and surroundings in which the narrative takes 
place), attitude (of the narrator and of the characters in the narrative), and descriptions/imagery. Mood is established in 
order to affect the reader emotionally and psychologically. 
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anything…. All this marching up and down is simply sex gone sour. …If you’re happy in yourself 
why would you need Big Brother?” 

b). Winston, on pages 141 and 142, tells Julia about a time when he and his wife Katherine got 
lost during a hike. He had an opportunity to push her off a cliff and be rid of her. Without 
batting an eye, Julia asserts she would not have hesitated pushing Katherine off the ledge. 
Winston thinks to himself Julia is young and “did not understand that to push an inconvenient 
person over a cliff solves nothing”. Does destroying people you disagree with, or who disagree 
with you, actually solve the underlying problems which created the disagreement in the first 
place? Explain. 

Chapter IV 
a). From pages 146 to 150 Orwell shows the reader how important small things are when 
they’re real and meaningful. For example Julia brings Winston coffee and genuine sugar and 
tea. She puts make up on to look pretty for him. All of this is illegal in Oceania because it falls 
outside of the Party’s definition of acceptable behavior. Watch and listen to the following music 
video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_R2VQxOsBaw). The video presents a song by Rush 
called “Heresy”. In the form of a paragraph, identify and discuss how Winston’s appreciation for 
simple things and the lyrics (theme) of this song parallel one another. 

Chapter V 
a). On page 155 Winston learns the Party churned out a new piece of propaganda called “The 
Hate Song”. There are no published lyrics to it. Using your understanding of Oceania’s 
government and society, compose the first four lines of this song. Look to the contents of page 
156 for inspiration. 

b). On page 163 Winston is exasperated with Julia because she appears not to care about the 
Party’s “denial of objective reality”. She thinks it is all “rubbish” anyhow, so why worry about it? 
It was sufficient to simply know when to cheer and when to boo. Winston went on to observe 
that “[talking] to [Julia], he realized how easy it was to present [the] appearance of orthodoxy 
while having no grasp whatever of what orthodoxy [actually] meant. In a way, the world-view 
of the Party imposes itself most successfully on people incapable of understanding it”. The 
Party imposes itself easiest on people incapable of understanding the risks. With this in mind, 
what are the risks of giving unqualified or uncritical support14 to any political leader, individual, 
country or political party? 

c). The answer you gave to the previous question, if you were honest, should reveal both 
strengths and weaknesses in your own thinking. With your response to the previous question in 
mind, respond to the following statement from Voltaire: 

Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities. 

                                                           
14 Unqualified support: is when there is literally nothing a leader, political party, government, or organization can do that 
might weaken an individual’s support of that leader, political party, and so on. 
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Chapter VI 
a). Do you believe O’Brien is trustworthy? Why or why not? 

Chapter VII 
a). What type of ethics (beliefs) does the Party promote so people will do what they are told? 
Information presented on page 172 will prove useful. 

Chapter VIII 
a). For chapter six you responded to the question “Do you believe O’Brien is trustworthy?” 
Based on the subsequent interaction between Julia, Winston and O’Brien in chapter eight, has 
your opinion of O’Brien changed? If so, how? If not, why not? 

Chapter IX 
a). The Party keeps changing the official story about who it is fighting and who it is allied to (see 
page 189). What is more important for the Party’s long-term control over Oceania’s population: 
that the public’s hatred is directed against a specific/real enemy or that they simply are 
encouraged to hate for the sake hating? Explain. 

b). According to The Book why is maintaining society in a perpetual state of war an effective 
way to control a population?  

c). Is there any meaningful difference between Orwell’s concept of doublethink and what is 
known in cognitive psychology as the Dunning-Kruger effect? Explain. 

d). On page 201 of The Book Emmanuel Goldstein writes: 

In Oceania at the present day, Science, in the old sense, has almost ceased to exist. In 
Newspeak there is no word for ‘Science’. The empirical method of thought, on which all 
the scientific achievements of the past were founded, is opposed to the most 
fundamental principles of Ingsoc. 

Explain in detail why practicing genuine science is considered dangerous by the Party. Before 
answering turn to page 32 of the Appendices and read the essay “The Problem with Ideology”. 

e). Orwell places a copy of Goldstein’s book into the reader’s (your) hands. Why? What is 
Orwell trying to achieve by literally inserting you (a reader reading The Book) into the story? 

Book 3: Chapter II 
a). Orwell describes Winston’s torture in great detail. At the top of page 258 O’Brien says he 
wants to “cure” Winston. What does O’Brien mean by this euphemism? 

Chapter III 
a). O’Brien, on page 277, explains in detail why the Party wants to rule: 
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The Party seeks power entirely for its own sake. We are not interested in the good of 
others; we are interested solely in power…only power, pure power… We are different 
from all the oligarchies of the past, in that we know what we are doing. All the others, 
even the ones who resembled ourselves, were cowards and hypocrites [i.e. the Nazis 
actually sought to build a better society and used power for this end and the 
Communists did the same thing in Russia]. The German Nazis and the Russian 
Communists came very close to us in their methods, but they never had the courage to 
recognize their own motives. They pretended, perhaps they even believed, that they 
had seized power unwillingly and for a limited time, and that just round the corner there 
lay a paradise where human being would be free and equal. We are not like that. We 
know that no one seizes power with the intention of relinquishing it. Power is not a 
means, it is an end. 

What does O’Brien mean by the phrase “power is not a means, it is an end”? And how does this 
make the Party different from either the Soviets or Nazis? 

b). During Winston’s interrogation described on page 277, he notices how visibly old and “tired” 
O’Brien looks. O’Brien catches Winston in mid-thought saying “[you] are thinking that I talk of 
power, and yet I am not even able to prevent the decay of my own body. Can you not 
understand, Winston, that the individual is only a cell? The weariness of the cell is the vigor of 
the organism”. Arguably every single one of us exists as an expendable cell in a large system; 
the sole purpose of this system is simply to use us to grow indefinitely. Identify this system 
while also describing how we are an expendable part of it. 

Chapter V 
a). Winston shouts out Julia’s name while he sleeps betraying the fact he has not entirely given 
into Big Brother. He tells O’Brien he never betrayed Julia, i.e. despite telling the Thought Police 
everything about her he never stops loving her. Winston is finally taken to Room 101 where he 
faces his greatest fear, e.g. rats in a head cage. Fear quickly turns into terror as he begs O’Brien 
to sick the rats on Julia, not him. Winston’s relationship with Julia represents and symbolizes 
something important about being human. What does the relationship between the Winston 
and Julia represent? 
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3. Write the unit end exam. Use the information in the outline below to prepare for the unit 
end test. The outline contains a series of glossary terms, significant quotations drawn from the 
book, and a series of potential short answer questions you can preview. 

GLOSSARY OF IMPORTANT TERMS AND PEOPLE 

Big Brother: the phrase “Big Brother” refers to either “a person or 
organization exercising total control over people’s lives”. Within the 
context of the novel, Big Brother represents the totalitarian 
government of Oceania, which is controlled by the Party and therefore 
synonymous with it. Winston learns in Goldstein’s book that Big 
Brother is not a real person but an invention of the Party that 
functions to focus the people’s feelings of reverence and fear. 

The Brotherhood: an underground resistance movement of Oceania’s 
totalitarian government. Big Brother, or the Party, focuses upon 
destroying individualism and absorbing every citizen into a single 

identity. By contrast the Brotherhood emphasizes the importance of the individual and seeks to 
destroy the Party. Interestingly, both the enemy and savior organizations have the word 
“brother” in them implying some sort of relationship between the two, i.e. although the two 
oppose one another they each represent the same idea of togetherness or family ties. In his 
novel Animal Farm (published in 1946), Orwell develops the idea that 
revolutionaries (people seeking to overthrow tyrants) frequently eventually just 
become tyrants themselves. 

Newspeak: the language of Oceania designed to meet the ideological 
requirements of the Party. This new language was created by destroying English 
as it existed, i.e. a controlled and limited language (with far fewer words or 
ways to express oneself) meant thought itself could be controlled. 

Ingsoc: (also known as the Party) the English Socialist Party, better known as 
Ingsoc (Newspeak for English Socialism), is the fictional ruling power of Oceania. 

Proles: the industrial working class in whose interest the Party claims to be operating. 

Oceania: a superstate made up of North, South and Central America, Britain, the southern half 
of Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Britain is a small province within Oceania literally called 
“Airstrip One”.  

Room 101: the basement torture chamber of the Ministry of Love. 
The Party subjects prisoners sent to this room to their worst fear or 
nightmare in order to break down resistance. In the case of Winston 
it was having his face eaten off by rats. This room represents both a 
person’s worst fear and the final step in loving Big Brother 
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unconditionally. 

Panopticon Effect: The panopticon is a type of institutional building and a system of control designed 
by the English philosopher and social theorist Jeremy Bentham in the 18th century. The concept of the 
design is to allow all prisoners of an institution to be observed by a single security guard, without the 
inmates being able to tell whether they are being watched. Although it is physically impossible for the 
single guard to observe all the inmates' cells at once, the fact that the inmates cannot know when they 
are being watched means that they are motivated to act as though they are being watched at all times. 
Thus, the inmates are effectively compelled to regulate their own behavior.  

Memory Hole: an opening in a wall connected to a chute which connects to an incinerator. 
These holes were used to destroy unwanted documents, i.e. evidence that history had been 
tampered with. Memory holes symbolize “ignorance” and “thought control”. Interestingly, a 
person’s thought can be controlled from without and from within: in the novel the Ministry of 
Truth controlled a person’s thinking from the outside; however, people controlled themselves 
through a process called doublethink. The lesson here is a prison can actually just be self-
imposed. 

Doublethink: a Newspeak word referring to a situation where a 
person accepts as legitimate at one and the same time two 
contradictory opinions or beliefs. For example the Nazis would have 
taught the value of German life; however, they indoctrinated the 
German population to believe Jewish lives had no value. 

Thoughtcrime: a Newspeak word describing a person holding a 
politically unorthodox thought, e.g. unspoken beliefs and doubts 
contradicting the teachings and principles of Ingsoc, e.g. Winston 

entertaining the idea the Party was doing something ethically wrong by tampering with history. 

Ownlife: a Newspeak word meaning “individualism and eccentricity” or “a desire to do 
something for your own benefit and not for the benefit of Big Brother”. 

Facecrime: an outward facial expression which 
communicates something happening inside a person’s mind, 
e.g. During the Two Minutes Hate, Winston and O’Brien 
shared a glance where their facial expressions revealed how 
absurd it was to yell mindlessly at the telescreen. 

Telescreen: a tool used by the Party to monitor every 
movement and conversation between Party members 
everywhere at all times. The telescreen symbolizes the 

constant surveillance of civilians by their governments and the manipulation of individuals 
through technology. 
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Two Minutes Hate: a daily session where members of the 
Outer Party were required to watch films of Oceania’s 
enemies—namely Emmanuel Goldstein—and express 
uncontrollable hatred for them. The Two Minutes Hate 
symbolizes the use of scapegoats by governments and 
politicians to redirect the criticism and attention of people to 
perceived, as opposed to real, enemies. Scapegoats are 
usually used by governments to deflect criticism of the 
government itself. 

Ministry of Truth: (in Newspeak literally Minitrue) is the ministry of propaganda. The name is a 
misnomer15 because, like all the other ministries, it does the opposite of what its name 
suggests: it is responsible for falsifying historical events to preserve the Party’s hold over 
Oceania. 

Ministry of Love: (in Newspeak literally Miniluv) is the ministry in charge of Oceania’s security. 
The Ministry of Love building is described as massive, without any windows, surrounded by 
barbed wire, machine guns, and guards. The Thought Police are part of this ministry. The 

Ministry of Love is misnamed like the other ministries, i.e. it inflicts 
misery, fear, suffering and torture; however, in a sense its name 
actually does reflect its purpose, e.g. its ultimate purpose is to instill 
love of Big Brother. 

Ministry of Peace: (literally Minipax) is the ministry of war; it is in 
charge of Oceania’s armed forces. This ministry plays a vital role in 
keeping the citizens of Oceania poor and deprived, i.e. all surplus 
resources are used to maintain perpetual war with either Eastasia or 
Eurasia. The constant state of war legitimates The Party’s claim to 
power and prevents people from grasping the state of slavery they live 
in. 

The Ministry of Plenty: (literally Miniplenty) is the ministry of the economy for Oceania; it 
oversees the rationing of food, supplies, and goods. This ministry is used to keep the people 
continuously occupied creating supplies and weapons for the perpetual war. Since people are 

continually working they have no time for education: a poor 
ignorant population is easier to rule over than a wealthy, 
well-informed one. 

Winston Smith: is the novel’s protagonist. The only character 
referred to by more than one name. He outwardly obeys Big 
Brother and the Party while inwardly hating and seeking to 
unseat both through revolution. He works at the Ministry of 

                                                           
15 Misnomer: a wrong or inaccurate name.  
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Truth as an Outer Party member writing and re-writing history. Winston16 symbolizes the 
“everyman character”17 in the novel: firstly, his last name is the most common surname used in 
England and he is ordinary enough to be relatable to the average reader; and secondly, he is 
most likely regarded by most readers as someone who is innocent forced to live in a corrupted, 
unrecognizable world. 

O’Brien: is the novel’s antagonist. He is a complicated 
character who at one time represents hope for Winston and 
then later comes to symbolize Big Brother’s complete control. 
O’Brien is a member of the Inner Party who works at the 
Ministry of Truth. O’Brien pretends to be part of a movement 
called “the Brotherhood” seeking to overthrow the 
government; however, he is reality an agent of the Thought 
Police who pretends to be on Winston and Julia’s side to 

entrap them. He arguably symbolizes the Party’s purpose for existing, i.e. to wield power 
indefinitely for its own sake. The name O’Brien in Irish means “exalted one”. 

Julia: is Winston’s love-interest and ally. She also works at the Ministry 
of Truth. She shares Winston’s hatred for the Party. Julia serves as 
both a foil18 to Winston and as an antitypical19 character. Foils provide 
a contrast between themselves and the main character. The purpose 
of this contrast is to highlight the importance of understanding the 
protagonist’s motivations and actions. For example Winston believes 
the Party must be destroyed, but Julia thinks it is enough to just 
pretend going along with it while secretly doing whatever one wants. 
Julia is also an antitype: she is preceded by and symbolizes the biblical 

Eve, i.e. Julia, just like Eve before her, brings her male companion to destruction. Julia also 
symbolizes “passion” and “sexuality”.  

Emmanuel Goldstein: the nominal leader of the Brotherhood (an underground resistance 
movement fighting Big Brother). The Party uses Goldstein to represent a single “enemy of the 
people”; it is not clear whether Goldstein exists or ever existed. Goldstein functions as a foil to 
Big Brother (helping to create a sense of contrast or difference between what The Party and the 
Brotherhood represent). He is widely considered to be symbolic for Leon Trotsky, a prominent 
leader during the early days of the Russian Revolution. 

                                                           
16 Some literary critics believe the first name of the novel’s protagonist is an allusion to Winston Churchill (the man who led 
England to victory over Nazi Germany during World War II). 
17 An everyman character is someone who is ordinary enough to be relatable to the average reader. They are often working 
or middle class characters who deal with everyday problems related to things like school, work, family or relationships. 
18 In literature a “foil” is used to show qualities which contrast with that of another character. The foil is a secondary 
character whose sole function is to highlight the importance of the other character’s traits (usually the protagonist). 
19 An antitypical character is someone who resembles or is foreshadowed by some other more historically important 
character. The original character is referred to as the “archetype” (or original) and the “antitype” is a symbol or resembles 
the original. 
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Mr. Charrington: owner of the shop where Winston purchased the diary and rents a private 
room. Charrington is secretly a member of the Thought Police. Charrington is stock character:20 
He is also a flat character, in that, he does not change over time or show any kind of complexity 
or conflict. The name “Charrington” in Old English literally means “rock”. Charrington 
symbolizes both Winston’s memory and Winston’s past (a time before The Party). 

Parsons: was Winston’s neighbor who ends up in the Ministry of Love with Winston. Parsons 
was betrayed by his own children. Parson’s is a flat stock character. Even when he is being 
tortured at the Ministry of Love he does not question the wisdom of a society which 
encourages its children to betray their parents. The name Parsons literally means “servant”. He 
symbolizes the “unthinking citizen” or the “citizen along for the ride”. 

Syme: is a flat character who remains unchanged throughout the novel. Nonetheless, he plays a 
key role in helping readers appreciate how deceptive the Party is. He is a language expert who 
works at the Ministry of Truth on the new edition of the Newspeak dictionary. He is thrilled by 
his job (particularly the elimination of words from Oceania’s official language). Syme symbolizes 
government censorship at its most extreme. Despite his loyalty, he is eventually vaporized for 
not being smart enough to hide his intelligence. 

 
IMPORTANT QUOTATIONS FROM THE NOVEL: this section of the test exposes students to 
several quotations drawn from Nineteen-Eighty Four. Students will read and personally respond 
to a series of quotations on the test. The length of answers will vary but should be in around 
the 50 to 100 word range. Good responses are created by identifying the deepest possible 
significance of the quotation and its significance to life, liberty or happiness. 

 “The proles are human beings,” he said aloud. “We are not human.” (pg. 173) 
 Confession is not betrayal. What you say or do doesn’t matter: only feelings matter. (pg. 

173) 
 It’s always one bloody war after another, and one knows the news is all lies anyway. (pg. 

161) 
 If you keep the small rules, you could break the big ones. (pg. 135)  
 Privacy, he said, was a very valuable thing. (p. 144) 
 Perhaps one didn’t want to be loved so much as to be understood. (p.264) 
 It’s the one thing they can’t do. They can make you say anything—anything—but they 

can’t make you believe it. They can’t get inside you. (pg. 174) 
 World conquest is believed in most firmly by those who know it to be impossible 

(p.225). 

                                                           
20 Stock characters have one function: they help move the story along by creating situations for the protagonist to act in. 
There are two types of stock characters: flat or round. Round characters have a complex personality and are often 
portrayed as experiencing some sort of conflict. Flat characters are the opposite of round characters, in that, they literally 
have one personality trait (and no complexity), e.g. the mad scientist, the nerd, the jock, and so on. 
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 Cut off from contact with the outer world, and with the past, the citizen of Oceania is 
like a man in interstellar space, who has no way of knowing which direction is up and 
which is down. The rulers of such a state are absolute, as the Pharaohs or the Caesars 
could not be. (p.207) 

 The war is waged by each ruling group against its own subjects, and the object of the 
war is not to make or prevent conquests of territory, but to keep the structure of [a 
hierarchical] society intact. (p.207) 

 Inequality [is] the price of civilization. (p.212) 
 All the beliefs, habits, tastes, emotions, mental attitudes that characterize our time are 

really designed to sustain the mystique of the Party and prevent the true nature of 
present-day society from being perceived (p.219). 

 He was not certain that he would use the razor blade even if he got the chance. It was 
more natural to exist from moment to moment, accepting another ten minutes’ life 
even with certainty that there was torture at the end of it. (p.241) 

 Power is power over human beings. Over the body—but, above all, over the mind. 
Power over matter—external reality, as you would call it—is not important. (p. 277) 

 How does one man assert his power over another, Winston? By making him suffer. 
Unless he is suffering how can you be sure that he is obeying your will and not your 
own. Power is in tearing human minds to pieces and putting them together again in new 
shapes of your choosing. (p.279) 

 Do you begin to see, then, what kind of world we are creating? It is the exact opposite of 
the stupid hedonistic Utopias that the older reformers imagined. A world of ear and 
treachery and torment, a world of trampling and being trampled upon, a world which 
will grow not less but more merciless as it refines itself. Progress in our world will be 
progress towards more pain. The old civilizations claimed that they were founded on 
love or justice. Ours is founded on hatred. In our world there will be no emotions except 
fear, rage, triumph and self-abasement. (p. 279) 

 If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face—forever. 
(p. 280) 

 Men are infinitely malleable. (p. 282) 

 
POTENTIAL ESSAY AND/OR SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 
1. Winston describes on pages 77 through 84 how successfully the Party is at making truth 
indistinguishable from lies, e.g. 2 + 2 = 5. Upton Sinclair, an American writer and critic of 
fascism, once observed of human nature that “it is difficult to get a man to understand 
something when his salary depends upon his not understanding it”. What is Sinclair ultimately 
saying about human nature? 

2. On page 267 O’Brien identifies the errors of the Nazis, Soviets and Inquisition. Specifically, they only 
killed the body while leaving the minds of heretics (people who did not think the right thoughts) intact. 
O’Brien asserts that “[in] the old days the heretic walked to the stake still a heretic, proclaiming his 
heresy, exulting in it. Even the victim of the Russian purges could carry rebellion locked up in his skull 
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as he walked down the passage waiting for the bullet. But we make the brain perfect before we blow it 
out”. There are new technologies being developed by Amazon, Facebook, and Google to read minds. 
Ultimately, advertisers want to get at our deepest thoughts so they can figure out how to “solve us” 
and sell us things. What is troubling is this model can be applied not only to just selling us things but 
also to sell us ideas.  Should we be concerned? 

3. We all live under a significant amount of surveillance in the present, e.g. Google knows more 
about you than your spouse and so on. Your phone spies on you. Social media vendors trade 
and deal in your data. You are the product they are selling. Information gathered about you is 
literally used against you. For example: 

 Not everyone receive the same prices when using the Internet to shop 
 We do not all receive identical search results when using Google 
 Our houses are “smart” sending all sorts of data to people trading in our data 
 Smart devices listen to and record your private conversations 

You have no hope of privacy in the digital world. We were so busy building this world, no one 
really stopped to ask the question: is this the kind of world we want to build and live in? In an 
essay draw parallels between Winston’s world and our own. What is similar? What is different? 
Why is there cause for concern? 

4. On page 221 Orwell writes “the [Party’s] alteration of the past is necessary for two reasons”. 
What are those two reasons? 

5. Newspeak is an attempt to remove words from their etymological21 origins. For example the 
etymology of the word thought is Germanic literally meaning the action “to think”. Since actively 
thinking is considered dangerous by the Party, the verb thinking is purged from Newspeak and 
replaced by the simpler noun-verb thought. During the Two Minutes Hate no one is actively thinking 
about what they think about.22 The purpose of Newspeak is to reduce the number of words critics can 
potentially use to think unorthodox thoughts or express ideas critical of Ingsoc. 

In 2017 the Trump Administration in the United States, banned the use of several words used in any 
government publications produced by the Center for Disease Control. See 
https://globalnews.ca/news/3920702/trump-bans-cdc-words-science-based-fetus-transgender/. What 
words did the Trump Administration ban? And why did the Trump Administration ban these specific 
specific words?  

6. Emmanuel Goldstein explains, on page 201, the two aims of the Party are to conquer the 
whole surface of the earth and to extinguish once and for all the possibility of independent 
thought. There are therefore two great problems The Party wants to solve: firstly, how to 

                                                           
21 Etymology: the study of the origin of words and the way in which their meanings have changed throughout history; the 
origin of a word and the historical development of its meaning. 
22 Metacognition: possessing awareness and understanding of one’s own thought processes. 
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discover, against his will, what another human being is thinking, and secondly, how to kill 
several hundred million people in a few seconds without giving warning beforehand. The 
scientist of today, Goldstein explains, is either a mixture of psychologist and inquisitor, studying 
with extraordinary minuteness the meaning of facial expressions, gestures and tones of voice, 
and testing the truth-producing effects of drugs, shock therapy, hypnosis and physical torture; 
or he is chemist, physicist, biologist concerned only with such branches of his special subject as 
are relevant in the taking of life. 

Perform the Google search presented in the graphic below, e.g. “the crunch facebook mind 
reading”. Read the article entitled “Facebook is building brain-computer interfaces for typing 
and skin-hearing”. After reading the article respond to the following question: what, if any, 
dangers are posed to individual liberty by these new technologies currently being developed by 
companies like Facebook? 

 

7. O’Brien, on page 279, explains to Winston how one man asserts his power over another: by 
making him suffer. “Unless,” O’Brien says, “he is suffering how can you be sure that he is 
obeying your will and not your own?” Power, O’Brien explains, “is in tearing human minds to 
pieces and putting them together again in new shapes of your choosing”. 

Companies like Twitter, Google and Facebook use behavioral psychologists to develop user 
interfaces for the express purpose of maximizing your screen viewing time. Conduct some 
research into the psychology behind the addiction to smart phones and social media. What, if 
anything, do the Thought Police and Facebook’s behavioral psychologists share in common? 
 
Note: you can find your own article on this topic or use https://qz.com/1039910/how-
facebooks-news-feed-algorithm-sells-our-fear-and-outrage-for-profit/. 
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4. Prepare and present a PowerPoint 
presentation. Nineteen-Eighty Four paints a 
bleak picture of a future world where individual 
liberty and identity is destroyed by an unfeeling 
all-powerful government. The Party feeds the 
people of Oceania a steady diet of hate and fear; 
and in this dystopian future, people are watched 
constantly while being bombarded by 
continuous disinformation.23 

Although the world of Nineteen-Eighty Four is 
fictional, the situations it describes—where 
people are monitored without their consent and 
manipulated by unwanted outside influences—
is an astonishingly accurate description of what 
life is like in the present: every day, for good or ill, what you do and what you say is under scrutiny 
from the Canadian government, foreign governments, and large commercial data collectors like 
Amazon and Facebook. 

This activity is designed to assist students gain an appreciation for both their lack of online privacy and 
how/why their personal data is bought and sold (and even, at times, used against them). 

The Process 
In pairs (or threes) conduct research on a prescribed topic (see list below) and give a corresponding 
oral presentation using Google Slides. The purpose of the presentation is to teach and increase 
awareness around an issue people may not know much about. 

1. Select a prescribed topic and watch the associated video. 
 

2. Create a presentation. The purpose of the presentation is to teach and increase awareness 
around an issue raised by the video. Do not just repackage the information presented in the 
video. Create something brand new using the video as a reference only. Find something 
important enough to focus on and teach the audience accordingly. Many of the videos present 
mini-lessons related to building media literacy. You might want to incorporate these in your 
presentation to encourage audience participation and engagement. 
 

a. Length. Each presentation is five to 18 minutes in length. 
b. Design. Select an attractive engaging design for the presentation. Ensure you follow the 

rule of contrast, i.e. do not put dark fonts on dark backgrounds and vice versa. 
c. Expertise. Be prepared to answer questions about any of the information you present. 

Do not rely on just watching the video (and using only the associated transcript) to build 

                                                           
23 Disinformation: false information which is intended to mislead, especially propaganda issued by a government 
organization to a rival power or the media. 
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expertise. You need to consult additional web resources and conduct additional 
research. Use all of your group members to complete work. Do not have one person do 
everything. Share the load equally. 

d. Media. Incorporate relevant images/video where appropriate. Ensure pictures are high 
quality. 

e. Text. No more than 20 to 30 words maximum on any single slide. Use no more than two 
fonts total, e.g. one for headings and the other for text boxes. 

f. Technical. Ensure the presentation is entirely free of any and every kind of error. 
g. Deadline. The project must be submitted by deadline (to be determined). Share the 

completed presentation at rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca.  
h. Evaluation. See rubric. 

 
3. During this stage presentations are given in ascending order (1, 2, 3…) to preserve a logical 

sequence. 
 

4. Present. 
a. Dress up for the presentation. Try to establish a “TED Talk” feel. 
b. Find ways to distinguish your presentation from others, e.g. open and close with music; 

use props and humor (where appropriate); use video to illustrate points; find ways to 
involve the audience directly. 

c. While presenting make consistent eye-contact with the audience. Do not stand there 
reading the presentation to the audience. The slides are a reference tool only for the 
audience, not for the presenter. 

d. Rehearse the presentation repeatedly so it looks and sounds polished and professional. 

Prescribed Topic Details 
1 The Misinformation Threat Democracy depends on a well-informed, discerning electorate, equipped to judge 

the validity of the information available. In this first lecture, Ms. Susman-Peña and 
her esteemed colleagues at IREX delve into the concepts of misinformation and 
disinformation, and explain the critical ways in which falsehoods, slander, 
prejudice, and bad ideas can threaten American democracy. 

2 The Evolution of Media and 
Misinformation 

Options for news sources have expanded exponentially in the digital age. Content 
is at our fingertips from traditional news sources, but anyone can now be a 
publisher of information on the internet, and computer algorithms are influencing 
what you see every day. How do we sort the legitimate news from false, 
misleading, or opinion content? Travel with your instructors through the history of 
communication technology as you learn how to separate the wheat from the 
chaff. 

3 Misinformation and the Brain Humans often fail to critically evaluate the world around us. Take a close look at 
the machinations of misinformation, and how it can be used in conjunction with 
our natural cognitive biases to lead us astray. Learn about the role of reality 
distortion, the “Barnum effect,” selective recall, and confirmation bias in 
misinformation, and how techniques like “Label to Disable” and “Care before You 
Share” can help. 
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4 Seeing Through Visual 
Misinformation 

Visual images have been selected, edited, reframed—even manipulated—before 
they reach us, often in ways designed to elicit an emotional response. Explore the 
impact of reuse and mislabeling, photo selection effect, and deliberate alteration 
or forgery to affect how we see and feel about an image. Then, employ Label to 
Disable to diffuse the threat of visual misinformation. 

5 Countering Fakes and 
Stereotypes in the Media 

How do fake information and stereotypes combine to produce an especially 
damaging type of misinformation? Fake information, including fake social media 
accounts, fake chat messages, and fake reviews, can infiltrate our electronic lives. 
See how stereotypes can magnify the damage done by fake information, and 
consider the difficult questions presented by the human tendency toward bias. 

6 Journalistic Verification Skills Your ability to differentiate between fact and opinion and to judge the quality of 
media content is vital to a functional democracy. You do not have to go it alone. 
Learn how the professionals test and verify information, as well as what websites, 
plug-ins, and tactics can help you determine journalistic integrity and accuracy of 
information. 

7 Assessing Science and Health 
News 

How can we make good decisions about important health and science issues if we 
cannot trust the news we get about them? Scientific knowledge, by its very 
nature, is always changing, but using some simple methods described in this 
segment, you can ascertain the validity of health and science information. 

8 Technology, Misinformation, 
and the Future 

The rise of new technology has led to a simultaneous, exponential increase in 
misinformation—locally, nationally, and even internationally. Learn how artificial 
intelligence and augmented reality programs are being used to spread 
misinformation, and how media literacy, Label to Disable, and Care before You 
Share can be used to combat its spread. 

9 Big Data’s Shadow The government and private industries are using a vast cache of information about 
each of us: our travel patterns, our web browsing habits, our purchasing 
preferences, and more. Efforts to decide upon and enact laws and policies trail 
behind new developments in technology, and this lecture examines the potential 
inherent in such deep and widespread data-as well as the threat it poses to 
privacy and anonymity. 

10 Biometrics: Eyes, Fingers, 
Everything 

Eye scans and facial recognition software were once the purview of science fiction, 
but now biometric identification is becoming commonplace. Here, examine the 
different forms of biometric screening, from fingerprinting to DNA analysis. While 
there are many benefits to this technology, you'll also see the darker side of this 
data unleashed in the world. 

11 Geolocation: Tracking You and 
Your Data 

You are where you go-at least according to advertisers, divorce attorneys, and 
criminal investigators. Take a look at how geolocation data is gathered, ranging 
from the voluntarily given (such as a social media check-in) to the improperly 
acquired (such as cell phone spying). Then see what investigators can do with such 
data. 

12 Internet Surveillance Shift your attention to electronic surveillance, and see how the monitoring of web 
searches and emails allows the government to gain insights into potential security 
risks from abroad. But even though the surveillance program has oversight, some 
people fear the potential for abuse is high. Look at both sides of the issue. 

13 Your Personal Data Is the 
Product 

Surveillance dilemmas also play a significant role in the commercial world, where 
private companies have amassed incredible amounts of data about us. Step into 
the intriguing world of commercial data aggregation and predictive analytics, and 
explore the complicated legal and ethical questions surrounding the commercial 
collection and use of data. 
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Google Slides: A TED Talk Rubric 

SCORE 4 3 2 1 

  Meaning & 
Delivery 

Thorough knowledge of the 
topic demonstrated. 
Persuasive. 

Exceptional presentation and 
use of real world examples 
and arguments. 

 
Spoken presentation 
delivered exceptionally 
clear. 

Consistent eye contact 
made with audience. 

Knowledge of topic 
demonstrated. Convincing. 

 
Effective presentation of real 
world examples and/or 
arguments. 

 
Spoken presentation 
delivered with clarity. 
 
 
Acceptable degree of eye 
contact made with audience. 

Some knowledge of topic 
demonstrated. 

 
Presentation of real world 
examples and/or arguments 
given but need polish. 

 
Spoken presentation 
delivered but requires some 
polish and practice. 
 
Some attempt made at 
maintaining eye contact 
with audience. 

Little knowledge of topic 
demonstrated. 

 
Either no presentation of real 
world examples and/or 
arguments given. 

 
Spoken presentation delivered 
but requires significant polish 
and practice. 

Little attempt made to 
maintain eye contact with 
audience. 

Structure & 
Content 

Exceptional use of media 
(video, images, text) to 
create a dynamic and 
compelling visual 
presentation. 

All the information 
necessary to understand 
the problem is presented in 
an intuitive way, e.g. a 
logical order is followed. 

Citations included and 
formatted according to 
Chicago style. 

Effective use of media to 
create a dynamic and/or 
compelling visual 
presentation. 

 
An acceptable amount of 
information is presented 
in an intuitive way, e.g. a 
logical order is followed. 

 
Citations included but not 
formatted according to 
Chicago style. 

Media used to create a 
dynamic and/or compelling 
visual presentation. 

 

Most of the required 
information is presented in an 
intuitive way, e.g. some 
semblance of a logical order is 
followed. 

 
 
 
 

 
Use of media to create a 
presentation does not 
deliver the necessary 
information. No citations 
included. 

 
 

Focus & Sources 

TED Talk comprehensively 
addresses the thesis (uses 
evidence such as information, 
data, storytelling, and more). 

Two relevant sources, other 
than the source video, are 
used and identified during 
the presentation. 

TED Talk addresses the thesis 
(uses evidence such as 
information, data, 
storytelling, and more). 

One relevant outside source is 
used and identified during the 
presentation. 

TED Talk inconsistently 
addresses thesis (and may 
or may not use evidence, 
data, storytelling, etc.). 

No outside sources are used 
or irrelevant secondary 
sources are used. 

 

 

 
TED Talk does not fully 
address the thesis. 
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Conventions 

No errors of any kind, e.g. 
grammatical, logical, 
chronological, historical, 
statistical, factual, 
philosophical, grammatical 
errors. 
 

Correct punctuation always 
employed, e.g. commas, 
periods, colons, and so on. 
 

No technical issues with slides 
like asymmetry (elements 
poorly spaced), pixilation of 
images, poor use of contrast, 
e.g. dark on dark or light on 
light, or font issues, e.g. too 
much text on any given slide. 

 
 
No more than a couple errors, 
e.g. grammatical, logical, 
chronological, historical, 
statistical, factual, 
philosophical, grammatical 
errors. 
 
One or two errors in terms of 
punctuation usage, e.g. 
commas, periods, colons, etc. 
 
One technical issue with slides 
detected, e.g. asymmetry, 
pixilation, poor use of contrast, 
font issues, too much text. 

 

Three to five errors detected, 
e.g. grammatical, logical, 
chronological, historical, 
statistical, factual, 
philosophical, grammatical. 
 
 

Three to five errors in terms of 
punctuation usage, e.g. 
commas, periods, colons, etc. 

Two to three issues with slides 
identified, e.g. asymmetry, 
pixilation, poor use of contrast, 
font issues, too much text. 

 
 
 

 

Presentation affected by a 
significant number of 
grammatical, logical, 
chronological, historical, 
statistical, factual, philosophical, 
grammatical issues; 
punctuation; and technical 
issues like asymmetry, pixilation, 
poor use of contrast, font issues, 
too much text. 
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5. Learn and apply the skills of an investigative journalist by conducting research and writing an 
original editorial. When the printing press first appeared in the West back in the 1500s, it had an 
instant revolutionary effect: ideas no longer had to be remembered but could be stored permanently. 
This meant knowledge could be built-upon generation after generation. The printing press made the 
publishing and purchasing of books cheaper; this encouraged the spread of new ideas making social 
and technological progress possible. Growth in literacy levels encouraged a series of transformational 
intellectual changes ranging from the Renaissance to the Protestant Revolution and from the Scientific 
Revolution to the Enlightenment. Books, in a word, encouraged a literal and cultural transformation of 
Western society. 

Books, unlike websites, are costly to produce and publish: books cost money whereas anyone with an 
Internet connection and an email is capable of creating a blog for free almost instantly; publishing 
companies go to great lengths vetting (fact checking) claims made by book authors, i.e. writers making 
false claims open up publishing companies to potential lawsuits. Thus, sources used and claims made in 
books are first investigated and confirmed before print is set to paper. Websites, unlike books, are 
produced by anyone—people ranging from genuine experts to tinfoil hat wearing conspiracy theorists. 
Websites, like books, increase the public’s exposure to new ideas; however, there is never a guarantee 
ideas spread will necessarily be trustworthy. Some websites, and admittedly some books, are created 
by people claiming to be experts (but who are not); some sites, and some books, are created for the 
express purpose of deliberately deceiving or misleading readers through disinformation. Add that to 
the tendency of readers to seek out and read only websites confirming existing belief, and it becomes 
easy to appreciate why groups like the Flat Earth Society proliferate and gain adherents online. Human 
beings are motivated reasoners24 subject to cognitive biases like confirmation bias25 and all too easily 
become “useful idiots”26 for unscrupulous politicians and organizations. 

Now, not all books published before the Internet are necessarily reliable or scholarly (far from it). Yet, 
and this is important to appreciate, the discipline, time and expense of producing a book tended to 
separate the wheat (the good stuff) from the chaff (the not so good). Not so with the Internet. Aside 
from a few scientific journals, and online newspapers, there is little in the way of quality control or 
accountability. In other words, the Internet is less an “information-highway” and more of an 
“information-wilderness” where readers—some more discerning than others—must determine for 
themselves what is true from what is false. Democratic societies depend heavily upon the existence of 
informed citizens. Ready access to trustworthy information is absolutely vital to the healthy 
functioning of liberal societies like Canada’s and the United States. This is because practicing 
democratic values like tolerance27 and pluralism28 relies considerably upon people practicing reason 

                                                           
24 Motivated reasoning: phenomenon studied in cognitive science and social psychology that uses emotionally-biased 
reasoning to produce justifications or make decisions that are most desired rather than those that are most logical, while 
still reducing cognitive dissonance. 
25 Confirmation bias: is the tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that confirms or 
strengthens one's prior personal beliefs or hypotheses. It is a type of cognitive bias. 
26 Useful idiots: a useful idiot is a derogatory (negative) term to describe a person perceived to be supporting a cause 
without fully comprehending the cause’s goals, and who is cynically used by a cause's leaders for influence. 
27 Tolerance: the ability or willingness to tolerate something, in particular the existence of opinions or behavior that one 
does not necessarily agree with. 
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and logic, not emotion. The proliferation of “fake news” is contributing currently to a growth in 
intolerance (of immigrants, Muslims, political opponents), and is one of the reasons why democracy 
appears to be in retreat in the West.29 With that said, not everything called “fake” is in reality fake. 30 
But how do we tell the difference between legitimate claims and false ones? And, just as important, 
what can we do to stop and turn back the growing anti-democratic sentiment in the West? 

There are two foundational objectives for the investigative journalism editorial phase: 

 The assignment provides students with opportunities to learn the skills necessary for effectively 
vetting (fact checking) sources and claims. Ideally, students will adopt these skills becoming one 
of those aforementioned “informed citizens” which are so vital to democracy. 
 

 By writing the editorial students gain valuable experience organizing and writing an 
argumentative (evidence-based) piece of writing. 

The Process 
The editorial is written individually. All completed compositions are published, with permission of the 
writer, to a pro-democracy and critical thinking blog called Peasants & Emperors: A Handbook for the 
Ruled (https://pandesite.wordpress.com/).  

1. Identify the problem. Below is a list of potential topics related to social media, misinformation, 
technology, etc. to write about. These topics connect well to the various motifs, themes, 
concepts, and ideas covered over the course of the entire novel study. Feel free to select a 
problem not on this list (just make sure to run the idea by the teacher first before 
researching/writing), i.e. your idea must somehow be relatable to the themes or world of 
Nineteen-Eighty Four. 
 
The purpose of the assignment is to identify a problem worthy of consideration and convince 
readers your arguments have merit. Write about a topic which interests you and is important to 
society somehow. Base your arguments upon a solid examination and foundation of relevant 
research and evidence. 

Data Brokers Meme Warfare31 Surveillance 
Capitalism 

Recommendation 
Engines 

Targeted Advertising 
and Filter Bubbles 

Russian Troll 
Factories 

Phones Listening to 
Users 

Harvesting, buying, 
selling Metadata 

Political Use of Social 
Media 

Feeding Hate 
Complexes 

Monetizing Outrage Phone Addiction Risks 
(Simon Sinek) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
28 Pluralism: as a political philosophy is the recognition and affirmation of diversity within a political body, which permits 
the peaceful coexistence of different interests, convictions, and lifestyles. 
29 https://intpolicydigest.org/2019/08/06/a-global-retreat-from-democracy/ 
30 Tolerance: the ability or willingness to tolerate something, in particular the existence of opinions or behavior that one 
does not necessarily agree with. 
31 https://www.wired.com/story/russia-ira-propaganda-senate-report/ 
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2. Investigate the problem. Be prepared to go wherever the evidence takes you. Do not 
knowingly use unreliable or problematic sources of information. This means vetting each and 
every source of information by asking (and answering) questions about the writers and 
organizations you plan on referencing. 
 

a. Vetting websites/writers. In order to determine their reliability and trustworthiness, 
answer all of the questions below for each source you use. Write down answers in a 
Google Doc called Analysing the Sources. Share this document with the teacher at 
rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca.  

Do not skip this step. You and the editor (teacher) must discuss the quality of your 
sources before final publication. This is a required step. Marks are lost if you skip it (and 
the editorial will not be published). 
 
Questions Used to Vet Sources 

i. Is the writer who they say they are? How do you know? 
ii. What are their qualifications and education? Are they writing outside of their 

expertise? Is there any way to tell if the writer has either a vested interest32 or 
conflict of interest?33 

iii. Have they published any books or Internet-based articles? What are their 
political leanings? What other sites is the writer contributing to? Are these other 
sites problematic in any way? 

iv. Does the writer set off any “red flags” for you?34 Why or why not? 
v. Is the writer controversial in any sort of way? If so, how? 

vi. Does the writer, or do writers on the site, use ALL CAPS, bold, or exclamation 
marks!? Is the tone established by the site/writer professional or emotional? 

vii. Does the writer use any logical fallacies?35 Does their opinion agree or disagree 
with the scholarly consensus?36 

viii. Who published/owns the website? What are the political leaning of the 
organization or other contributors to the site? 

                                                           
32 Vested interest: a personal stake or involvement in an undertaking or state of affairs, especially one with an expectation 
of financial gain. 
33 Conflict of interest: a situation in which a person is in a position to derive personal benefit from actions or decisions 
made in their official capacity. 
34 Red flag: a warning or signal something does not feel quite right for whatever reason. 
35 Logical fallacies are errors in reasoning which are sometimes honest mistakes and other times dishonest and deliberate. 
The two most common fallacies are the “straw man” and ad hominem attack. A straw man is a form of argument based on 
giving the impression of refuting an opponent's argument, while actually refuting an argument that was not actually 
presented by that opponent, e.g. Joe explains to Bill we should cut military spending. Bill responds by accusing Bill of hating 
veterans. An ad hominem attack (literally “to attack the man”) is the use of a personal insult in an attempt to discredit 
someone. Again, we go to Donald Trump for an example, e.g. “crooked” Hillary Clinton, “lying” Ted Cruise, and so on. Both 
fallacies are surprisingly effective at deflecting attention from real issues. 
36 Scholarly consensus: the general agreement among academics and experts about a theory or model. For example 97% of 
scientists working in climate related fields agree climate change is both occurring and caused by human industrial activity. 
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ix. What is the physical location of the site’s network server? Has the publisher 
concealed their identity?37  

x. Does the writer/website use citations? Or does it just make claims without 
referencing any appeal to supporting evidence or research? 

xi. If the website does use citations, are citations drawn from quality sources or 
problematic ones like Wikipedia, personal blogs, or some other dubious/non-
academic source? 
 

b. When conducting research be on guard against yourself. Be aware of the risks 
associated with motivated reasoning and confirmation bias. Be willing to go where the 
evidence takes you; remember the lessons and methods presented during the Ted Talk 
presentation phase.  
 

c. Use a combination of a minimum of three sources. You can use a combination of 
books, journals, magazines, news sites, websites, interviews, and videos. Try to use 
genuine academic sources, e.g. sites ending in .edu. Government websites (ones ending 
in .gov) are usually quite reliable, as well. Websites published by “institutes” are 
frequently problematic, i.e. an “institute” is neither a “college” nor a “university”. They 
are, more often than not, funded by an interest group, e.g. Heritage Institute.38 Avoid 
using any sort of “institute” as a reference. The same goes for Wikipedia, Yahoo 
Answers, and Quora. 
 
Note: consider emailing questions directly to a reference. I can help you compose these 
emails. 
 

3. Write the editorial. Take a stance and defend it. 
 

a. Citations. Format all citations, quotations, etc. according to Chicago style. Cite stats, 
quotations, ideas that are not your own. Use your handouts from the first semester to 
see examples of how to use Chicago to format quotations, footnotes, and the 
Bibliography.39 
 

b. Length. The editorial must be a minimum 500 words in length to a maximum 1500. No 
title page is required. Instead, open the editorial with an appropriate heading and title. I 
will show everyone how to do this. Feel free to incorporate an image or two; however, 

                                                           
37 You can determine where a website’s network server is physically located by conducting a “who is” search. These 
searches reveal a lot of other potentially useful information about the site’s vendor. To find a “who is” site, open your 
browser typing in “who is” into the search box. Copy and paste the site’s URL you are investigating into the “who is” site’s 
search tool. 
38 The Heritage Institute is a conservative think tank funded by the petroleum industry. They publish articles, and support 
writers, who deny anthropogenic climate change. In other words, the Heritage Institute has a vested interest when it comes 
to denying climate change, e.g. they are funded by the fossil fuel industry and this industry does not want to compete with 
renewable energy industries for profit. 
39 Bibliographies include every single source you consult over the course of researching and writing the editorial. 
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be prepared to give credit to the image’s author (just like you would when borrowing 
another writer’s ideas). 
 

c. Style & Voice. Write in active voice using the simplest available expressions (fewest 
words possible). The editorial is an informal composition: you can use personal 
pronouns and contractions. Consider using “chunking”40 to organize and make your 
composition easier to read. 
 

d. Logic & Grammar. The composition must not contain any errors whatsoever. 
 

e. Focus. Ensure the editorial is focused, i.e. make a clear argument, develop that 
argument, and draw conclusions about it. Ensure ideas, concepts, sentences, and so on, 
entail strongly and logically with one another. 
 

f. Submit & Publish. Check your email for an invitation to become a contributing member 
to Peasants & Emperors. (I will show you how to create and publish a post.) Publish the 
article. Add a link from the published article to your various social media accounts. I will 
evaluate the article in the coming days. The popularity—the number of hits—your 
article receives may factor into the final mark (to be determined). 
 

g. Evaluation. I am not using a rubric. The final grade reflects the three following factors: 
 

i. Ease of reading. How easy was it for me to read the article? Did I have to stop a 
bunch of times to try and make sense of it? Or did I read it all the way through 
without having to stop to do anything other than contemplate the strengths and 
merits of your writing? 
 

ii. Technical proficiency. Does the editorial suffer from errors (in terms of content, 
logic, grammar, and structure)? Did the editorial contain all the required 
elements like a bibliography, footnotes and the citation of quotes, facts, stats, 
etc.? 
 

iii. Quality of argument. How effectively did the writer identify, develop and defend 
the editorial’s arguments? 

 

 

 

                                                           
40 Chunking: is a method of presenting information which splits concepts into small pieces or "chunks" of information to 
make reading and understanding faster and easier. 
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The Appendices 

Language & Power 
“Language is our first step towards salvation. We cannot fight what we cannot describe.”–Chris Hedges 

 
Social critic and author George Orwell was one of the first thinkers to recognize the relationship 
between language and power. In his novel Nineteen-Eighty Four, Orwell presents us with a glimpse of 
how totalitarians in the modern day silence people: they don’t just murder or make people disappear; 
they don’t just lock them away in concentration camps; they also maintain their domination through 
dumbing us down by dumbing-down language. 
 
People lacking word power, or a developed vocabulary, are more vulnerable to the forces of 
persuasion and propaganda. Words are repositories, or holding centers, of meaning; they are the 
primary means available to us for exchanging ideas with others; and it’s precisely through 
the exchange of ideas, along with our capacity to influence one another, that’s led to all of the great 
revolutions in thought and the progress we’ve made as a civilization. Reduce the number of words 
available to a people and you consequently reduce the potential combinations of ideas available to 
them; and the ignorant are a lot easier to control than the knowledgeable and skeptical. This is why 
totalitarians have always distrusted and targeted genuine intellectuals for destruction. 

Winston Smith (pictured at left) is a character in 
Orwell’s novel. Mr. Smith works as a newspaper 
redactor41 at Oceania’s Ministry of Truth. In 
public Winston uses the same simple vocabulary 
as everyone else. He uses simple words rather 
than complex ones: he says “good” rather 
than “fantastic,” “plus good” instead of 
“exceptional”, or “double-plus good” as opposed 
to “extraordinary”. There’s more to Winston, 
though: on the outside he’s like everyone 
else but on the inside he couldn’t be more 
different. Some things in life—like what jacket to 
wear or what one should eat—are readily 

communicated through simple description; yet, some situations or experiences require a 
more powerful and expansive vocabulary. 

Picture Martin Luther King, Jr. giving his famous I Have a Dream Speech in 1963 using phrases like “I 
have a dream my kids will live in a double-plus good nation” or Winston Churchill’s warning to his 
Zurich audience of the dangers posed by the Soviet Union to liberty in 1946 by saying “from Stettin in 
the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic a really, really, really heavy curtain has fallen on the Continent.” 
                                                           
41 Redactor: an editor who slightly alters texts for whatever purpose. In the case of Winston Smith, he was given the job of 
rewriting newspaper so the government would not be embarrassed by not fulfilling or by breaking a promise. 
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Some thoughts simply aren’t capable of being expressed without first having ready access to a variety 
of words.42 

 

The Problem with Ideology 
“By its very nature, hard-line ideology is self-serving and self-perpetuating; its primary goal is to 
survive—and that precludes everything.”–Queen Rania of Jordan 
 
People are literally the soil where ideas (and memes43) are planted; ideas are planted by teachers, 
peers, parents, churches, advertisers, and governments; and for this reason thinking can be, 
paradoxically, a rather thoughtless process; it’s enough to make a person wonder whether or not 
anyone is capable of conceiving an original idea or if we’re doomed to always occupy intellectual 
spaces constructed by others. 
 
Russia in the 19th century illustrates this notion of people being soil for the planted idea. Imperial 
Russia was a repressive regime and every attempt at revolution or reform failed. Counter-intuitive as it 
is but armed struggles fail more often to succeed than do peaceful reform movements.44 However, 
armed struggles have one advantage peaceful ones do not: violence is easy and peace is complex. 
 
Peaceful movements are complicated 
because they require genuine thought 
(why do we need to change?), discipline 
(we must avoid giving in to the 
temptation to use physical violence), 
patience (we must keep our eye on the 
goal) and planning (what strategy is the 
best one to use at this specific time?). 
You also need a public ready to act by 
supporting proposed reforms. But before 
this happens people must first be 
prepared to listen. Thus, the 

Petrashevtsky, a reform-minded group of 
Russian intellectuals avoided open conflict with Russia’s ruling Tsar. Instead of promoting open revolt, 

                                                           
42 Dr. King’s speech inspired Americans conceive a future where we judged a person by the content of their character as 
opposed to their skin color; a future where that blight on society known as segregation was destroyed and all people of all 
races, ethnicities, and religions lived together in harmony. Churchill’s speech is considered by many historians as the 
beginning of the Cold War. His warnings were heeded and democracy was defended against the menace of Russian 
communism. The quality of our thoughts, and our policies and values, are shaped and in part literally determined by the 
quality of our thoughts (and the words we use). 
43 Meme: an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one individual to 
another by non-genetic means, especially imitation; a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc. copied and spread rapidly 
by Internet users. 
44 Gene Sharp, From Dictatorship to Democracy: A Conceptual Framework for Liberation, p.16-20. 

Figure 1 Russians gather in a peaceful protest in 1905. 
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this group pursued a decades’ long strategy of exposing the Russian peasantry to the appropriate 
propaganda45 in order to “[win] hearts and minds, so that when, in the distant future, the revolution 
finally came, it could be sure of mass support”.46 The work of the Petrashevtsky turned out to be futile: 
reform movements like the peaceful peasant march protesting rising bread prices in 1905 in St. 
Petersburg failed—failed in part because the movement turned violent while the “hearts and minds” of 
the Russian people involved were still not ready to conceive of a world where peace was stronger than 
an armed struggle. The thinking of the people had to change. 
 
Propaganda plays an important role in shaping our understanding of the world: we are literally what 
we think about; and the content of our thoughts reflects the information we are exposed to; therefore, 
it makes intuitive sense that all of us, to varying degrees, is influenced by propaganda to think narrowly 
(or ideologically47). There are many different types of ideology, e.g. there’s fascism (a worldview 
reflecting the tendency to look inward for meaning and enemies), liberalism (a belief in the necessity of 
a limited government and the need for individual freedom), communism (a faith in the role of class 
conflict leading humankind inexorably48 towards the dictatorship of the proletariat49), and so on and so 
forth. 
 
For all their explanatory power, ideologies pigeon-hole our thinking; ideologies limit the options 
available to us by boiling complex issues down into simpler elements like a party-line or a favored line 
of reasoning; and ideologies, as was the case with the Russian peasantry in 1905, blind us so we do not 
recognize peace as a practical alternative to violence. 
 
Speaking of blindness: Josef Stalin (1878-1953) was the undisputed dictator of the Soviet Union. He 
was notoriously distrustful of intellectuals. Stalin’s power was so complete he had the history of the 
Russian Revolution re-written50 so he appeared to play a more substantial role than he actually did. He 
was uncompromising and killed millions to see his particular vision of communism realized: only those 
pieces of art, music, history, literature and scientific theories reflecting the Marxist-Leninist ideology51 
were considered acceptable. No other alternatives could be entertained by citizens of the Soviet 
Union. 

                                                           
45 Propaganda: information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote or publicize a particular political 
cause or point of view. 
46 Mike Rapport, 1848: Year of Revolution, p.103. 
47 Ideology: a collection of beliefs held by an individual and shared across broad swaths of either a group or society in 
general; a set of conscious and unconscious ideas making up one’s beliefs, goals, expectations, motivations and worldview.  
48 Inexorable: impossible to stop or prevent. 
49 Proletariat: Karl Marx, the father of communist ideology, argued history was a class struggle between the wealthy or 
those that “have” (the bourgeoisie) and the lower classes or those that “have not” (the proletariat).  
50 If you recall, George Orwell’s character Winston Smith rewrote newspapers, history, etc. to present a picture of reality 
that the government wanted to project.  
51 Marxism-Leninism was the adaptation of the political philosophy known as Marxism by the Soviet Union’s first dictator, 
Vladimir Lenin. Karl Marx believed communism naturally emerged out of industrialized countries where capitalism was 
fully-developed. Lenin, however, had to adapt Marxism to Russia’s specific situation, i.e. Russia’s was not an industrial 
society but an agricultural one. Lenin believed communism was attainable only through the work of a small revolutionary 
party that directed the revolution until the proletariat (workers) established a dictatorship. 
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Marxism-Leninism (or Stalinism) not only made for the writing of some questionable history, it also had 
deleterious52 effects on the path Russian science followed under Stalin. Nikolai Vavilov (1887-1943) 
was an eminent geneticist working in the field of 
agriculture. Vavilov didn’t believe genuine science had to 
be made to fit an ideology; rather, science was based on a 
method of discovery where the world revealed its secrets 
through a combination of testing and observation. As a 
geneticist working in the 1930s and 40s, Vavilov accepted 
the idea that the building blocks of life (DNA) were made of 
tiny units called chromosomes and alleles; however, 
despite the physical evidence in support of this view, 
Vavilov was hounded out of Soviet science for accepting 
the existence of chromosomes, etc. by a pseudo-scientist, 
and Communist party hack, named Trofim Lysenko (1898-
1976). 

According to Lysenko, when Vavilov asserted the building blocks of life were divisible into 
chromosomes and alleles, the geneticist was committing ideological heresy. True science, Lysenko 
asserted, must reflect the basic tenets and beliefs of communism, e.g. “true socialist science” stressed 
the “unity” of the “whole organism”. Socialist scientists, therefore, could not in good conscience 
entertain any notion of tiny, individual things like chromosomes shaping an entire organism. Lysenko 
forced Soviet science to conform to his political expectations by directing professors, researchers, etc. 
to only study those ideas and models that reflected socialist ideology. Any scientific ideas that didn’t 
agree with communism (as narrowly interpreted by Stalin or one of his lieutenants) had to be 
abandoned. 
 
The absurd thing is that even though the full structure of the DNA molecule wasn’t fully 
understood until the later work of Watson, Crick and Franklin by the mid-1950s, we could still see the 
DNA molecule with its chromosomes, alleles, small bits, and such. Facts or reality do not really matter 
to the ideologue though. Ideological purity is more important than possessing, and adhering to, the 
correct information. Thus, science in the Soviet Union—at least when it came to genetics—made the 
Communist Party and Stalin’s personal authority, and not physical-objective reality, the measure of 
what is true and what is not. In a scene resembling something out of Nineteen-Eighty Four, one Soviet 
scientist was apparently commanded to recant his “faith” in chromosomes by an important Soviet 
diplomat named Vyacheslav Molotov. The scientist had the courage to reply, “But does Comrade 
Molotov know more about genetics than I do?” The scientist, and everyone else who did not follow the 
party line, was dismissed and in some cases imprisoned. In the case of Vavilov, he was imprisoned for 
“believing in” chromosomes. Lysenko’s interference set Russian science back decades.53 
 
A similar situation played itself out in Nazi Germany in the 1930s. A German scientist attended a 
lecture on the theory of relativity given by the famed theoretical physicist Albert Einstein in the United 

                                                           
52 Deleterious: causing ongoing harm or damage. 
53 Alec Nove, Stalinism and After, p.104-105. 
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States. The scientist returned to Germany excited by the paradigm54 changing implications of Einstein’s 
ideas. Excitement turned to disappointment, I am sure, when he was told to forget Einstein’s theory of 
relativity because Einstein was teaching “Jewish physics”. 
 
According to Philipp Lenard (1862-1947), an anti-Semitic and Nazi supporter of the so-called Deutsche 
Physik (or “German physics”) movement, Einstein couldn’t properly see the physical world because he 
of his Jewishness. Lenard argued Jews 
“conspicuously [lack] understanding for the 
truth…being in this respect in contrast to the 
Aryan research scientist with his careful and 
serious will to truth…Jewish physics is thus a 
phantom and a phenomenon of degeneration 
of fundamental German Physics.”55 
 
Lenard’s view was, and remains, demonstrably 
false (stupid even): between the years 1905 to 
1931 no fewer than ten German Jews were 
awarded Nobel Prizes for their contributions to 
science; moreover, as of 2016 the final of 20 
predictions made by Einstein based on his 
theory of relativity was confirmed 
observationally, e.g. as the earth spins the surrounding space-time warps into a swirl like whip cream 
spun on top of a latte (see picture to the right). 
 
For the record there’s no such thing as either German or socialist or Jewish physics or biology (there’s 
just physics and biology). However, the communist and Nazi examples illustrate facts don’t matter to 
ideologues; it’s more important, it would seem, to force the world to fit our expectations. 
 
Few of us actually appreciate how completely arbitrary56 or fabricated and accidental our worldviews 
are: if we were born to different parents at a different time on a different continent it’s clear we would 
look at the world differently than we currently do. If this is the case, and we end up where we are by a 
sort of cosmic accident, are any of us ever justified believing that the way we just so happen to look at 
the world right now is either the right or only way of perceiving that world? Is truth determined by our 
origins?57 Or does truth exist as something independent of us that we are obliged to follow if, and 
when, we come to an awareness of it? 

                                                           
54 Paradigm: a typical example or patter of something; a model, e.g. the heliocentric model replaced the geocentric view 
thereby changing our paradigm or understanding of the solar system. 
55 William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, p.251. 
56 Arbitrary: based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any reason or system. 
57 Dick Cheney was the vice-president of the United States during the presidency of George W. Bush from 2001 to 2009. 
Cheney opposed giving gay people equality in America until he found out that his own daughter was a lesbian. He suddenly 
became supportive of gay rights; it would appear Cheney’s idea of truth is not based on the consistent application of his 
principles but on how he is personally affected at any given time. He is not unique (we are all frequently arbitrary in our 

Figure 2 The image above illustrates how the spinning of the 
earth literally warps space-time. 
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Although certain ways of looking at the world are definitely better than others, there really is no single, 
right way, no approach, which best describes the world we inhabit.58 So far as I can tell there are 
only preferences and prejudices. The ideas we entertain as true are so near and dear to us we rarely 
see them for what they are—a snapshot of us fixed in time. Ideas aren’t outside of us (they 
wouldn’t even exist if humankind didn’t). Ideas reflect the values, assumptions, and emotions of the 
individual and do not describe how the universe actually works. 

For instance, I am a 21st Century Canadian. Although growing up in a democracy, my understanding of 
what constitutes a genuine democratic society is completely different from one held by an ancient 
Greek from the city-state of Athens in the 4th century BCE. An Athenian would have no problem 
accepting that the gods divided people into masters and slaves whereas my modern sensibility makes 
slavery completely incompatible with anything resembling democracy. I was also raised Catholic and 
taught by well-meaning parents, teachers and priests the value of honesty and humility. For all intents 
and purposes I believed what I was taught was right (true) and living any other way somehow 
intrinsically wrong. Yet, by contrast, young boys in ancient Sparta were taught the value of being 
cunning, shrewd, calculating, and to steal; it was only ever wrong to steal if you were caught.59 The way 
I was raised was fundamentally different than how Spartan youth were. 

Despite the fact different groups or governments value different ideas or possess differing worldviews 
over time, this doesn’t stop most of us from thinking we ourselves somehow are fortunate enough to 
possess the right understanding or right ideas. Yet, again, our particular understanding is just a 
snapshot in time of a person (you) who just so happens to live where they (you) do, had the parents 
they (you) did, lived under the political/economic system they (you) do, and so on. 
 
So, whether you believe baseball is better than cricket, that women should remain subordinate to men 
or not, or that being religious is better than not being religious or vice versa, at some level you likely 
feel your particular way of looking at the world is closer to the truth than not.60 If our worldviews are 
just incidental collections of ideas which we just so happen to believe in because of when and where 
we’re born, then what constitutes truth? What is genuine knowledge? And is there such a thing as one 
correct way of looking at the world? 
 
I fancy there isn’t… 
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
standards). The ancient Greeks identified the quality of empathy as essential to possessing a true knowledge of the world. If 
we do not appreciate how our beliefs and actions affect others, then we end up walking around like miniature-gods 
imposing our world and our will on to others. If truth exists, it is something consistent and it does not contradict reality; it 
isn’t something we choose to think but it is something that chooses us, e.g. if we value our own personal freedom, 
therefore, we should value and extend that self-same freedom to others (regardless of whether or not we happen to like or 
dislike what those others do want to do with that freedom). Truth is discerned through empathy and a consistent (not self-
interested or selective) application of ethics and principles. 
58 With that said, thinking scientifically (or using the scientific method) is demonstrably better when it comes to producing 
trustworthy knowledge and understanding compared to what passes for knowledge coming from the various ideologies, 
pseudo-scientific ways of looking at the world, or supernatural knowledge systems.  
59 L. S. Vygotsky, Educational Psychology, p.220. 
60 You might even feel a combination of anger and compassion at the ignorance of others who don’t accept the validity or 
truth of your view. 
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